Abstract-In this paper, we propose a more refined video segment based Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) enhanced cache update strategy, which takes into account the client's playback status and transmission state, MEC cache capacity and the popularity of each segment, to improve the quality of experience (QoE) of clients and the use ratio of MEC cache. In each cache update period, the segments which cannot bring significant QoE improvement will be deleted and meanwhile more suitable representations of the segments will be cahed instead. First, we divide the MEC cache space into three parts based on segment popularity and segment importance level. In addition, the size of different cache parts can be transformed to each other to further exploit the MEC cache space. For different parts, the corresponding deleted strategy and caching strategy are formulated, where the deleted strategy combines the requested times of segment and transmission capability of clients, and the caching strategy utilizes the playback state of clients to calculate the caching priority. Furthermore, we formulate the cache update problem to maximize the utility function of clients subject to the constraint of MEC cache size and transmission capacity. The brand and branch method is emplyed to obatain the optimal solution. Simulation results show that our proposed algorithm can improve system throughput and hit ratio of video segment, and at the same time decrease playback frozen time and system backhaul traffic compared with other existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the key technology of the fifth generation mobile communication system [1] , MEC server is closer to the clients' nodes so that they can obtain client information (e.g. client's requirements, network state and playback status) in real time. In addition, MEC server owns powerful storage and computation capacity. Pre-caching some video contents at MEC server can avoid the repeated video content transmission and decrease the burden on the backhaul network, thereby achieving faster service response and improving client's QoE [2] . In this paper, our work is to design a more refined segment-based cache update strategy, to improve the system throughput, the hit ratio of the segments, as well as to reduce playback frozen time and the backhaul traffic.
To further improve the cache efficiency of the MEC, the researchers proposed many video cache update algorithms. In [3] , the authors introduced the methods to predict video popularity distribution and client preferences, and proposed a wireless edge caching and video content transmission framework. However, cooperative caching schemes among multiple MEC servers has not been considered. In [4] , the best video representation was cached for each MEC server to minimize the aggregate average video distortion reduction of all clients. Nevertheless, the impact of video representation switch on client's QoE has not been considered. The authors in [5] proposed a MEC cache update algorithm based on the video popularity and wireless channel state, to maximize the use ratio of the MEC cache and reource efficiency. However, it did not consider the client's playback status, which can result in that frequent representation switch was negelected. The authors in [6] proposed an network-aware edge cache update algorithm, which integrated client's channel state and segment popularity. But the cache optimization and the clients' plaback status was not jointly considered, which may cause the rebuffering event. In [7] , the authors selected video rate, initial delay, interruption time, representation switch and fairness as the cache update indicator, and explored the trade-off between QoE and backhaul traffic. In [8] , the authors adopted the method of caching the most popular video that can be supported according to the throughput of the current network, and guaranteed maximum video playback quality and minimal quality fluctuation. However, the disadvantage of them is that the deleted policy only made decision based on the number of segment requests in the current update period without considering the overall popularity, which may cause additional burden on the backhaul network.
In general, there are still some problems to be solved for the MEC video cache update strategy: (1) The importance of the first few segments of video has not been considered, which results in a large initial delay. (2) The client's playback status and channel state have been neglected, which leads to frequent rebuffering events. (3) Collaboration among MEC servers has not been exploited and thus the video information is not shared. Inspired by the above work, we propose a more refined MEC cache update strategy to improve system throughput and hit ratio of segment, as well as reduce backhaul traffic, client's playback frozen time. Our work is novel in the following aspects.
According to the characteristic of each segment, the MEC cache is divided into a high-popular and high-important one, a high-popular but low-important one and a lowpopular one, respectively, to avoid additional backhaul traffic when frequent updates.
• The calculation of the segment delete priority by combining segment request number and client's transmission state To avoid the situation that the cached segment cannot match the client's transmission capability, we combine the number of segment requests in the current update period with the client's transmission capability, to calculate the delete priority of the segment as the basis to determine which segment should be deleted.
• Cache utility function and optimal solution By comprehensively considering the client's playback status, channel state and cooperation mechanism among MEC servers, we obtain the cache utility function, which is employed to formulate the objective problem. To reduce the computational complexity, we transform the client's cache problem into segment cache problem and utilize the brand and branch method to achieve the optimal solution. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the proposed system model. Section III elaborates the MEC cache update strategy from aspects of the MEC cache area partition, segment update strategy, MEC cache space transfer and MEC collaboration mechanism respectively. Section IV formulates the cache update problem and obtain the optimal solution. The simulation results and analysis are given in Section V. Finally, we draw the conclusion of the paper in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. System Framework
In the scenario of this paper, when multiple wireless client terminals request video services, the local MEC server will provide video cache services to the neighboring eNodeBs, and the cooperative MEC servers will share video stream with each other, as shown in Fig. 1 . The MEC system is mainly composed of cloud server, MEC server, client terminals and eNodeB. The cloud server is the data center to provide all the videos to clients. The MEC server has powerful storage and computing capacity, which can be used to cache and transcode videos, respectively. First, the eNodeB sends a video request to the local MEC server according to the request of the client. If the video stream has been cached in the local MEC server, it will be directly transmitted to the eNodeB and then delivered to the requested client. Otherwise, the local MEC server will send the video request information to the cooperative MEC servers for sharing video stream or request the video stream from the cloud server.
B. The Setting of MEC Cache Size
In the multi-MEC servers scene, we denote the set of MEC servers by Q = {1, · · · , q, · · · , Q} and divide the scene into different regions based on coverage. Each region R q with K q clients is served by one MEC server and several eNodeBs. To be specific, the corresponding eNodeB set of MEC q is H q = {1, · · · , h q , · · · , H q }, and its served client set is Z(h q ), which satisfies Hq hq=1 Z(h q ) = K q . Multiple eNodeBs connect to the MEC server to request video through wired link. To determine the setting of MEC server cache size, historical analysis is performed according to the amount of video provided by the eNodeBs in each region, to meet the needs of clients in different regions.
It is assumed that the total cache size of MEC servers is S. Then the cache size S q of different MEC servers is set according to the statistical analysis of the video in the recent month, which can be written as:
where 
III. MEC CACHE UPDATE STRATEGY
In each cache update period, the delete priority of each representation of the segments in the local MEC server is calculated to perform the deletion policy. The cache policy is based on the cache priority of the segment requested by the client and collaboration among MEC servers, of which the purpose is to cache the required segments with higher cache priority and delete the ones with high delete priority in each cache scheduling period in the case of not exceeding the transmission capacity.
A. MEC Cache Partition
In the initial stage, since the number of videos clients request is large and the cache space of the MEC server is limited, the first e f segments with the highest popularity representation of the video f are placed into the MEC cache space based on the descending popularity of the videos until the cache of MEC server is full, in order to reduce the initial delay and improve the QoE of clients. The statistical result shows that the stop watching probability of the first 15% of the video content is 0.5, so the video content of the first 15% of the video is more important [10] . Therefore, we can have e f = ⌈0.15N f ⌉, where N f is the number of segments of video f .
If all stored segments are updated in real time, the segments being deleted in the current period may need to be cached in the next period, which increases the backhaul traffic pressure. Therefore, we first set different lengths of update period according to the characteristics of the segment content. And then we divide the MEC cache into three categories and utilize ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 , ∆ 3 to represent: (1) the first 15% segments of the popular videos constitute the first part of the cache ∆ 1 , (2) the remaining segments of the popular videos constitute ∆ 2 , (3) the segments of non-popular videos compose ∆ 3 . The cache ∆ 1 is updated every long period J ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Θ}, and the cache ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 are updated every short period γ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Υ}, as shown in Fig.2 . 
B. Segment update Strategy
First, we employ the request number, client's transmission capacity and segment rate to obtain the delete priority of the different representations of the segments in the period γ for the MEC server q, which can be depicted as
where ζ and α are the positive variables. v l k,i reflects the match relationship between average transmission capacity, CP l k,i , and segment rate, R l i , when the client k receives the segment i of representation l.
However, it's inaccurate to perform the delete strategy only based on the delete priority in the current period γ, which may delete the segment of low delete priority in the previous periods. Therefore, we employ the delete strategy of pervious period to update the current period, which can be calculated by
The segment update strategy is various in parts of cache. For cache ∆ 1 , since the first e f segments are more important to clients, we will update them according to the latest video popularity each period J . For cache ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 , due to the limited transmission capacity of the backhaul, it's hard to cache all requested segments every cache update period. Therefore, the cache priority of clients is considered to decide which segment should be cached. In addition, if the delete and cache tasks are conducted separately in the different parts of cache, the benefit of delete and cache cannot be maximized. Therefore, we jointly optimize the cache update strategy in cache ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 .
Cache strategy: Since the clients' remaining buffer are generally small, it is better to distinguish each client's urgency according to corresponding playback buffer status. Segmentation exponential function is used to indicate the cache priority of client k requesting segment i of representation l, which can be expressed as
BT γ,l k,i−1 is the remaining buffer time when client k receives the segment i − 1 of representation l at the end of period γ, which can be calculated by BT γ,l k,i−1 = µ k /F R. µ k is the number of unplayed frames of all completely received segments in client k's buffer, and F R is the playback frame rate. If the remaining playback time of the client exceeds the transmission time of the requested segment, we classify the client k as a non-urgency client and the client priority is set to 0.
Delete strategy: In each cache update period γ, the stored segments in ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 are sequentially deleted based on the overall delete priority of segments excluding the segments being transmitted, until the size of cache area is large enough to store the segments to be downloaded.
C. MEC Cache Space Transfer
The segments in ∆ 1 are updated every period J . Due to the length and code rate, the size of segments differs a lot, which will results in that the size of delete segments cannot equal the downloaded segments. To make full use of each cache space, we compare the size of ∆ 1 before and after each update period, to release or increase some space of ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 . In the beginning of each period J , the size of ∆ 1 is derived by
If the requested segments have not been stored in the local MEC server q, the requested segment information will be first sent to the neighboring MEC servers. Provided that the neighboring MEC servers store the requested segments, the local MEC server will download them from the neighboring MEC server p with the highest remaining transmission capacity. The sum size of downloaded segments should not exceed the transmission capacity between the local MEC server q and the neighboring MEC server p.
where τ q k,i,l denotes the optimized variable, which indicates whether the requested segment of client k will be cached in MEC server q. τ If the transmitted segments exceed the transmission capacity, the segment share mechanism among MEC servers will be stopped and the local MEC server q should request the segment from the cloud server or wait until the next update period.
IV. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHOD
A. Utility Function of Client Cache Priority
In each cache update period, MEC server needs to cache the suitable representation of segments for the clients with high cache priority. Since the time of segments from the cloud server and the neighboring MEC server is different, when the requested segment is downloaded from the cloud server, the cache priority of client k needs to be improved, otherwise remains unchanged. Then, the utility function of client's cache priority can be defined as
B. Problem Formulation
In the cache ∆ 1 , the cache update strategy is that the first e f segments of popular videos are updated every period J , which is relatively fixed. In the cache ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 , the goal is to cache as many segments requested by clients of high cache priority as possible, which can be conversed to maximize the total cache utility of clients as follows:
Constraint (c1) implies that the segments to be cached should not be greater than the size of ∆ 2 and ∆ 3 . Constraint (c2) guarantees that the segments cannot be cached repeatedly. Constraint (c3) and constraint (c4) indicate that the size of segments to be downloaded from the neighboring MEC server and the cloud server should not exceed the corresponding transmission capacity respectively.
C. Solution Method
The optimized problem is a 0-1 inter programming problem for the variable τ . To reduce the computational complexity, the Eq.(10) can be simplified as follows.
First, we can utilize the constraint (c2) to narrow the search range. The client set E q satisfying the condition (χ q k,i,l = 1, ∀k ∈ R q ) can be removed directly from the client set R q . In the cache decision determination, the condition of one segment to be requested by many clients often happens. To further narrow the search range, we transform the client's cache problem into the segment cache problem as described in Fig.3 . We transform the requested segments of client set R q − E q into a two-dimensional array, which is segment index and representation index respectively. When the segment is requested by several clients, the utility function is derived as follows.
P s
Then the search range can be narrowed from (R q − E q )× L to I ×L, where I is the number of requested segments. Further, the objective function can be simplified as
Since the χ 
To solve the problem in Eq. (13), we employ the brand and branch method [11] to obtain the optimal solution. The detailed process of our proposed algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Parameter Setting
The specific simulation parameters are presented in Table I . The algorithms compared in this section are as follows:
Proposed: The proposed cache update algorithm in this paper.
LRU: Least Recently Used [12] . The idea of this algorithm is that: the more the data was requested in the previous period, the more the data is requested in the later period.
LFU: Least Recently Used [13] . The idea of this algorithm is that: if the data has been requested recently, its probability of being requested in the future is also higher.
WGDSF: Weighted Greedy Dual Size Frequency [14] . This algorithm is an improvement on the Greedy Dual Size Frequency algorithm, which adds the factors of weighted frequency-based time and weighted document type.
RBCC: The cache replacement strategy which accounts for the possibility of collaborative content fetching [15] . Besides, it considers the values of the requested segments from the neighboring clients for caching at each edge server.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We validate the algorithm performance in term of system throughput, hit ratio of segment, playback frozen time and system backhaul traffic under different simulation configurations. Solve the Problem (13), and obtain the optimal solution X * ;
if all elements in X * satisfy τ Fig.4 shows the result of clients' throughput served by different MEC servers and average throughput with different total MEC cache sizes. In Fig.4.(a), (b) and (c), we present the comparison of client's throughput when the initial cache space of MEC server 1, 2 and 3 is 650MB, 500MB and 550MB respectively. It can be seen that compared with the other four compared algorithms, the clients' throughput of the proposed algorithm is the highest overall, because it comprehensively considers the size of requested segments and the client's current remaining buffer time, and dynamically adjusts segment Experimental parameters α = 0.5, β = 0.6, ζ = 0.8, cache updating strategy to ensure that the client's throughput can meet the smooth playback requirements. Fig.4.(d) presents the average throughput with the different total MEC cache sizes. On the whole, the average throughput of each algorithm keeps increasing with the increase of the total MEC cache space. In the initial stage, the average throughput of the proposed algorithm is the highest, followed by the WGDSF and RBCC algorithms, and that of the LRU algorithm is the lowest. As the MEC cache space increases, the average throughput of the WGDSF and the RBCC algorithm is relatively close, alternately leading in different MEC cache sizes, but always higher than that of the LFU and LRU algorithm. Because LFU and LRU algorithms simply consider the segment request without considering whether the cached segment representation can match the client's channel state. When the total MEC cache space is 2.4 GB, the average throughput of each algorithm reaches the maximum, and the average throughput of the proposed algorithm increases by 60.7% , 23.3%, 9.8%, and 5.9%, compared with LRU, LFU, WGDSF and RBCC respectively. In Fig.5 .(a), (b) and (c), we present the comparison of backhaul traffic when the initial cache of MEC server 1, 2 and 3 is 650MB, 500MB and 550MB respectively. On the whole, compared with the other algorithms, although some clients' backhaul traffic of the proposed algorithm is higher, we can still ensure that the backhaul traffic of most clients is lower. Since the proposed algorithm considers the benefits of caching or deleting a segment for the whole in each cache update period, it can cache more suitable segment of the representation for most of the clients. Fig.5.(d) presents the average backhaul traffic with different total MEC cache sizes. With the increase of MEC cache space, the average backhaul traffic of each algorithm reduces gradually, and that of proposed algorithm always preserves the lowest. When the total MEC cache space is 2.4 GB, the average backhaul of each algorithm reaches the minimum level, and the average backhaul of the proposed algorithm decreases by 35.3% , 32.8%, 18.8%, and 14.2%, compared with LRU, LFU, WGDSF and RBCC respectively. the segment from the cloud server through the eNodeB, which will results in large transmission delay due to the long distance. With the increase of the total MEC cache size, the average frozen time of each algorithm reduces and the hit ratio of segment increases. This is because the increase of MEC cache size can provide more space to cache various representations of the segments. From the perspective of the performance of the average frozen time and hit ratio of segment, our proposed algorithm is superior to other compared algorithms.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a more refined video segment based cache update algorithm to improve the QoE of clients and reduce the burden of backhaul in multi-MEC servers, by comprehensively considering the segment popularity, client's transmission state and playback status. First, we divide the MEC cache into different parts based on the content characteristic and popularity of segment. In particular, the size of different cache of the MEC server can be converted to each other, thereby fully utilizing the MEC cache. And then define the delete priority of segment based on requested number and the relationship between segment rate and client's transmission capacity. Next, we obtain the client's cache priority based on playback status. Finally, we formulate the mathematical model with the objective to maximize the sum of the clients' utility function. The brand and branch method is utilized to obtain the optimal solution to the optimization problem. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve a better performance on system throughput, backhaul traffic, frozen time as well as hit ratio of segment compared with other algorithms.
